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Models for crop diseases: an overview of approaches and scales to
design a research agenda
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Modelling plant diseases has taken many different approaches, partly because of different objectives. Two main objectives of modelling plant disease are: (1) to analyse
and understand plant disease
epidemics, and (2) to analyse
crop losses, both objectives
sharing the same ultimate goal
of improving disease management. Although the concepts
we refer to in this presentation
are applicable to any modelling
approach, we focus on one
category of models only: mechanistic, process‐based, simulation models. The concept of
damage mechanism has enabled much progress in modelling the effects of multiple
harmful organisms on crops (pathogens, animal pests, and weeds). As a result, it is
now possible to model yield losses caused by one or multiple injuries in a generic manner (i.e., any crop, any disease/pest). However the availability of injury functions, that
is to say, of data representing the time course of diseases (or pests) under actual field
conditions, is a major obstacle to the use of such models. This is true even for the main
food crops worldwide: rice, wheat, maize, soybean, and potato, for which there is a
critical shortage of field data on observed multiple injuries. This shortage of field data
– not the limitation of process‐knowledge – is the main impediment in modelling crop
pests and diseases, and their relations to crops.
A critical step forward is to develop a generic modelling framework for injury functions, which would generate ideotypes of injury time courses, where each ideotype
would represent the dynamics of an injury (e.g., of a disease) in reference, key conditions. Crop health in a given context would thus correspond to the collective dynamics
of such injury functions, which in turn could be used as drivers for crop loss models.
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Our emphasis is on generic epidemiological and generic crop loss modelling structures.
We provide first a very brief overview of epidemiological modelling, in terms (1) of
epidemiological structures (monocyclic; polycyclic; mixed monocyclic‐polycyclic; polyetic), (2) of spatial coverage (explicitly or implicitly spatialized models), and (3) of inclusion of genetic diversity of the pathogen. We then provide a very brief overview of
crop loss simulation modelling, with an emphasis on crop (agrophysiological) growth
models incorporating damage mechanisms. In this framework, guiding concepts are
the levels of yield (potential, attainable, and actual), the factors (defining, limiting,
reducing) generating these levels, and a limited series of (seven) damage mechanisms
associated with crop diseases and pests. This framework is illustrated by GENEPEST, a
general model for generic modelling of yield losses caused by pests and diseases.

To address the shortage of field data that quantify the dynamics of injury (e.g., disease
levels), we present a framework to model the dynamics of epidemics – potential, attainable, actual – which, each in turn, account for the accumulated effects of (1) epidemic defining factors (e.g., climate), (2) epidemic limiting factors (e.g., cropping practices), and (3) epidemic reducing factors (e.g., host plant resistance and chemicals).
This framework is designed to be congruent with agrophysiological models. A research
agenda for modelling crop diseases includes:
-

generic simulation models for disease epidemics;
focusing on crop health (multiple diseases, pests);
the development of crop health scenarios (set of injury levels caused by differentdiseases, pests) and
which in turn are driving functions for crop growth models, to model crop losses,
andgains from management.

A main challenge we put forward is that complicated, sophisticated, models are not
required to address crop health – on the contrary: a simple, transparent, and generic
structure may contribute much progress towards understanding and management.

